Vfe investigate the consequences of the assumption that the hjtgh-transverse-momentum particles seen in hadron-hadron collisions are produced by a single, hard, large-angle elastic scattering of quarks, one from the target and one from the beam. The fast outgoing quarks are assumed to fragment into a cascade jet of hadrons. The distributions of quarks in the incoming hadrons are determined from lepton-hadron inelastic scattering data, together with certain theoretical constraints such as sum rules, etc. The manner in which quarks cascade into hadrons is determined from particle distributions seen in lepton-hadron and lepton-lepton collisions supplemented by theoretical arguments. The quark elastic scattering cross section is parametrized in a purely phenomenological way and the choice da/d t = 2.3&& 10 /( -st 3) pb GeV gives a reasonable fit to all the data for hadron+hadron-meson+anything for P~~2 GeV/&. Many predictions do not depend sensitively on the exact form for &o/dt and therefore test our basic assumption. The data examined include single-particle production inPP collisions at various energies and angles. Particle ratios (7t,~,E',A, and g) are predicted and discussed. In addition, the ratio of production of~' s by beams of 71' and protons on a proton target is explained. %'ith this model we have found no serious inconsistency with data, but several predictions for charge ratios and beam ratios at other angles are presented that have yet to be tested experimentally.
I. INTRODUCTION When hadrons collide at high energy most of the energy appears in many particles moving in the directions of the original momenta with only a small transverse momentum (p ) =0.35 GeV. There are, however, a few hadrons of unusually high transverse momenta. When this was first discovered it was hoped that they arose from an intimate hard collision between the constituent partons of the colliding hadrons. Their study could therefore lead to a deeper understanding of the short-distance behavior of the fundamental strong forces. However, this plan has so far been frustrated by two features. First, the expectation from all field theories (and there is no other consistent relativistic formulation ot quantum theory) suggests that the cross sections with all momenta scaled in the same proportion should fall off with p~n early as p~( with possible logarithmic modifications), whereas experimentally the behavior 'is closer top~' .
Because of this, many theorists have suggested that we are not yet observing the fundamental interaction between partons, but some other more complex mechanism -and only at much larger energies will the expected p 4 appear (after the other mechanism, falling asp, ', has fallen away).
There is no consensus on what this other mechanism, which is operating in the present experimental region, might be; very many theories are available.
The second frustrating feature is that the observed large-p particles need not be particles which are originally directly driven out, but may be the result of a disintegration or fragmentation of these originals. Interpretation of the data then needs considerable theoretical analysis requiring many assumptions of mechanism and decay functions. This makes it difficult, in any comparison to experiment, to judge from a fit whether the mechanism proposed by the theory is verified, or merely that the many possible unknown functions have been cleverly adjusted to fit.
We have no easy solution to these difficulties.
In fact, after trying phenomenologically to test and distinguish some of the various models we have become unusually sensitive to these frustrations. We feel the only way out is a long hard job. One occur as a result of a single large-angle scattering of constituents a+b c+d, followed in general by the decay or fragmentation of c into the observed particle h.
We further hypothesize that the dominant basic subprocess is the elastic scattering of quarks (q, + qa'g + eg, ).
the original momentum of the quark. This is given, in principle, by the hadrons produced by the recoiling quarks in deep-inelastic neutrino proton scattering. Unfortunately, in both cases the data are incomplete and must be supplemented by theoretical arguments that require much discussion.
This first paper deals primarily with these functions G",(x) and D, "(g) and with the behavior of outgoing particle and incoming beam ratios for Large-p, single-particLe production. We examine various forms for dp/dt and make predictions that are insensitive to its detailed form. Since the behavior of G",(x) and D, "(z) is inferred from leptonhadron and lepton-lepton processes, much of this first paper can be viewed as an attempt to predict properties of hadron-hadron collisions from information gained studying lepton-initiated reactions. A subsequent paper will investigate experimental quantities that depend more strongly on the precise form of dg/dt (e.g. , two-particle correlation data in large-p"hadron collisions Before we begin, however, we must say ahead of time in what region we expect our theory to hold. We must be careful, because we do not wish to be embarrassed later by appearing to think up an excuse as to why something does not fit. We expect to allow, generally, any data outside the low-pm ain collision (for example, outside the low-p" pionization'* region) with enough momentum that our ubiquitous approximations of relativistic quarks and scaling hold. We take this to mean simply the condition p,~2 GeV/c, although we can guess that down to 1.5 GeV/c it may still work fairly well.
There is one situation where this may be insufficient. If we are calculating something of particularly low probability that is easy to find in the main Low-p~part of the collision, we may have to go a little farther out in p~b efore the "back-ground" from the main collision falls sufficiently. [s(x) -s(x)] dx =0.
where we have neglected sin'0~. %e discuss separately the behavior of G~, (x) in the small, medium, and large x region.
That is, the net number of each kind of quark is just the number one arrives Bt in the simple nonrelativistic quark model. 2 The distribution in a neutron are gotten from isospin symmetry, which implies that G""(x) =G, "(x) =d(x), G"""(x)=u(x), G",(x) =s(x), etc. Complete knowledge of the deepinelastic structure functions for electron and neutrino scattering off protons and neutrons is sufficient to obtain u(x), d(x'), u(x), d(x), and s (x) +s(x). ' For instance, with the standard notation,
II. THE DISTRIBUTIONS OF QUARKS IN THE INITIAL HADRONS
A. Quark distributions in a proton and neutron
We define G",(x) as the number of quarks of type q with fraction of momentum between x and x+dx within a hadron of type Pg of high momentum. In particular, there are six functions which are necessary to describe the quark distributions in a proton: 
The values of u(x) and d(x) resulting from the fits to vw',~(x) and vW', "(x)/vW (x) shown in Figs. 3(b) and 2 are presented in Fig. 4 The lower~hadrons are distributed in a way that gradually becomes independent of q as~falls, and are ultimately uniform in rapidity (lnz). The new quark pairs are equally likely to be uu and dd, from isospin symmetry -but SU(3) is not assumed.
Thus, if we suppose strange quarks have a higher intrinsic mass than nonstrange quarks, the rate of Fs pair production by the field would be lower than uu or dd production. We disregard, for our purposes, the rare production of charmed quarks or other flavors.
We add one further assumption originally suggested to us by Cisneros' and studied extensively in the literature. " For z 1 in D, "(z) we are ask. ing for the probability that a quark q looks nearly like a pure hadron h and some stuff at small momentum (of total only 1 z). In G",(x) for x-1 we ask that a hadron of type A. look almost Tike a pure quark and stuff at small momentum (total 1 -x). We as- 
and the w /z' ratio from an up quark,
( 3 4 
-(3.6)
In addition, for simplicity we take (3. 't) where~(z) is the same as used in (3.5). We also assume that (3.6)
' [D, " -(z) D~(z)]] dz = I " (3.14) supposing that as z -1 it is just as easy for an s quark to pick up au quark and become a%' as it is for a d quark to pick up a u quark and become a m'.
In the small-z "plateau" region the K' meson no longer "remembers" that it originated from a u or s quark so that
However, we do not assume that D~=D~i n general because it might be harder to make new ss pairs than uu pairs because of the mass of the s quark, making D» (z) &Df (z) for large z. We have no way to guess at the amount of this SU(3) breaking, but we have determined
to fit the experimental. result that cr(pp-K'X)/ o(pP-z'X) is about 0.5 at large x, (see Sec. pC).
%e choose our two independent kaon decay functions to be
(3.12)
E. Sum rule constraints onD" ( ) With the above crude assumptions we can relate all the meson decay functions D, " (z) to the four functions D(z), K"(z), K,(z), and~(z) as shown in Table I . Further constaints on these functions come from the momentum sum rule (S.l) which, using 
a,re the momentum distributions of nonstrange quarks and antiquarks in the proton. Thus we expect the z'/r ratio with a neutrino beam and the z /z' ratio for an antineutrino beam should be equal and independent of x, Within the quark-parton model the cross section for n' production in electron-nucleon scattering (see Fig. 1 ) is derived analogously (3.16a) -(316d) except now the charges of the quark must be considered. ' ' 
where ar(z) = D' "(z)/D5'(z) is defined in (3.5). The z'/z ratio in neutrino and antineutrino scattering is thus a, direct measure of the quantity~(z) in a way that does not depend on the behavior of the quark probabilities Q(x) or q(x).
"
The experimental results" shown, in. ) shows that the z'/n ratio (3.19) is indeed independent of x as required, and the line is the predicted value using our &o(z) as determined in Fig. 5(a) . (3.19) one arrives at
In contrast to the neutrino case these ratios depend on both z and x. A naive guess that &o(z) = 0 and u(x) = 2d(x) and no sea yields r'/w (eP) = 8 and w'/ z (en) =2. Ng (x, z) =D'"'(z) (3.22a) According to the quark-parton model (Fig. 1 ) these multiplicities should all roughly agree. The solid (dashed) curve is our fit to Npp'+Npp (Ng+g-+Ng+g-)t o the electroproduction lies bebveen these curves.
where D(z) is defined in (3.4). Similarly for ep -e+h'+X we have
The cross section for charged-hadron production in e'8 collisions is also quite simple in the quark model below the threshold for producing charm. or new particles (see Fig. 1 ). We define multiplicity functions for the process e'e -h' + X,
which are related to the quark decay function by 25) where z =2p, ", /E, . Assuming that the only charged particles are w* and K' and using Table I 100
Neglecting the small s, s contribution yields We find that setting D~'(z = 1) =6,. "(x=1)/3=0.05 [see Fig. 4(b) , the factor -, ' is for color] yields a satisfactory fit to the data, and thus we assume this equality throughout the paper. The K"(z) and K,(z) functions are arrived at by using (3.6), (3.9), and (3.10) along with the sum rules (3.13a), (3.13b), and (3.14). All three functions were initially handdrawn and later these hand-drawn curves were fitted according to the parametrization given in Table   VI . " En Fig. 7 , for completeness, we compare the separate multiplicities for h' and h production in vp and eP collisions resulting from our decay func- D, "(z) . As the data improve (in particular, in separating v's, K's, and protons), one will be able to determine the behavior of these functions more precisely.
This completes our determination of the G",(x) and D, "(z) functions entirely from lepton data [except for G, , (x) and the choice of K,/K"ratio as z -1, Eq. (3.10)]. We now turn to discuss the quark scattering function do'(s, t)/dt for which hadron data, themselves must be used, in combination with the 6 p, "and D functions.
All constituent or "hard-scattering" models which have been proposed to describe the hadron process A+B -k+ X at large transverse momentum have the common underlying structure illustrated in Fig. 1 (e.g. , v+v-v+m) .
The calculation of the invariant cross section corresponding to Fig. 1(c) is done according to [s =(P +P, )', t=(f, -P,)', and u=(P, -P.)'] Eda/d'P(s, t, u;2 +8-h+ X) = dx, dx, G"", (x,)Gs, (x, )D", (z,) ---"(s,t; q, +q, -q,'+q~), (4.1) I do' (4.4) where 8, is the center-of-mass scattering angle and x, is 2~tu/s (it is the momentum of h transverse to the direction of the incident hadrons A, B divided by the maximum possiMe, v s /2). The limits of integration in (4.1) are determined such that
x"x", and z, are between 0 and 1, namely x, '"=x, cot -, '8, /(2 -x, tan -, '8, ), (4.5a) x, "=x, x, tan -, '8, /(2x, -x, cot -, '8, ). (4.5b) The functions G",(x,) represent the probability for the constituent a of particle A to have fractional longitudinal momentum x, (see Secs. IIA and 8) and D, "(s, ) is the probability that the constituent c fra, gments into a hadron (h) , dependence is to plot the data at fixed energy and P, versus x"as is done in Fig. 11 . As was seen in Fig. 10 the x, dependence of the data favor I/(-st'), but the form I/(s'f') cannot be ruled out.
In this figure we have included some data at large x". " For x~0.7 we are unsure whether the "spillover" (as described in the Introduction) from the p1ateau region via e '~~m ight not seriously affect the number of w'at p, of only 2 GeV. (For x"» 0. "I the number of protons from the leading particle effect is already over 30 times the number of m' represented by the plotted point. ) For definiteness we take I/(-st') for the remainder of this paper. 
Normalization
The normalized form for the quark-quark differential cross section used in the remainder of this paper is dc/dt(s, t; q, +q, -q,'+q, ') =A/(-st"'), (4.9) Fig. 12 , the two quark-quark scattering forms, (4.8b) and (4.8c), favored by the 8, "dependence at fixed P, and fixed energy (Fig. 10) The dependence of Ed@/d'p on energy at fixed pi and 6), resulting from quark elastic scattering is not sensitive to the detailed form for da/dt (see Table III Figure 16 shows the recent data from a Caltech-BNL-LBL" collaboration which do appear to scale in x&. In order to predict this beam ratio we must know the quark distributions within the pion. These are discussed in Sec. IIB. There is no experimental information concerning these distributions, so as a, first guess we assume that xu' (x) [= xZ' (x) ] is a constant (C = 0.25) for all x and neglect contributions from nonvalence quarks.
This yields a prediction for &r(pp-v'X)/o(vp-v'X) shown in Fig. 16 by the dashed curve.
Obviously we really do not know the quark distributions within the pion; Now that we have data on the beam ratio we can construct the slightly more sophisticated pion structure functions shown in Fig. 4 Fig. 16 and are clearly much smaller than the data. This implies that quark-antiquark processes can only make up a relatively small contribution to the total single-particle cross section in pp collisions for x~~0.3. "
A sharp test of the quark-quark scattering approach is the prediction that as one probes in agreement with the data. The dashed curve is the prediction of the model using xu" (x) =0.25 and xu" (x) =0. We adjust the quark distribution functions for the pion to those of Fig. 4(b) (solid curve) in order to achieve the agreement shown here by the solid curve. Also shown (dotted curve) is the predicted ratio from a quark-antiquark annihilation term, which is small because there are many more antiquarks with large x within a pion than within a proton. value of (x,)~, sampled is only about 0.4. At 35, on the other hand, (x,)~, =0.7 at this same x, value. Thus at the same x~we expect to see a rapid increase of o(vvP-vr'X)/c(Pp-vv'X) as the c.m. angle changes from 90 to 35 . This is shown in Fig. 18 . 4' Since, for our best choice of dc/dt, the cross sections for pp-~'X and mp-m'X nearly scale in xz, the rati'o is nearly a function of x~i ndependent of 8, (for 90~8 ,~35 ). This is seen in Fig.   19 , where we plot the same information as in (x, =beam, x~=target) and the mean value of the fraction of momentum carried by the detected hadron of parent quark (z, ) The angular dependence of the z'/tr ratio is another interesting test of the predictions. As was mentioned earlier when discussing beam ratios, one samples the beam particle closer to x, =1 at forward 6, angles than at 90 (see Fig.   17 ). In addition, in the more forward direction the beam quark is more likely to be the one producing the observed hadron (this is due to the peripheral nature of the quark-quark force). This results in a predicted tr'/tr ratio off protons that is much larger at 45' than at 90' for the same x( see Fig. 21 ). " 2. pN~(K'/K)+X, pp~( K'/K )+X The rough estimates for the quark decay functions into kaons given in Table I and Fig. 9 allow us to predict the large Pu (K'/K ) ratios shown in Fig. 21 . Because of the lack of kaon production data in lepton-initiated processes, we were forced to make crude assumptions concerning these decay probabilities. Consequently [via K"(z) in Table I ], whereas a K must be produced either from an s or u quark or indirectly through the function &u(z), we expect K'/K to become large (in fact larger than &'/tT ) as x, increases toward 1. The data in Table I and Sec.
III C). The naive guess that D(z)/K"(z) = 1 yields the dotted curve in Fig. 22(b) , which is in disagreement with data. We have used the observation that a(pp-K'+X)/o(pp -tt' +X) = 0.5 as x becomes large to determine that K"(z)/D(z) = 0.5 at z =1. Having determined this, we predict that there is little x dependence in the ratio K'/tr' (Fig. 21) in agreement with the data (Fig. 22) .
The ratios tt'/t7 or K'/K have striking variations with x& or angle or beam particle, while the ratio K'/tr' does not. This is because the former ratios depend so much on the quality u, and d of the quarks coming out with high p~a nd these ratios depend on x~through the variations of x"x, and thus of u (x, ) scattering and e'e annihilation fortunately all agree, checking our views for lepton reactions.
They give us some information on co(z), the m /m' ratio produced by a u quark, and on the total number of charged pions produced, D(z) =D"" (z) +D"' (z). To aid in this determination and to go further (e.g. , for Z+, K production rates) a large number of theoretical guesses were necessary. They (x) xd (x) xs (x) xu (x) xd (x) xs ( 
